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Towards a cognitive simulation model of 
speech-gesture production

Focus on lifelike behavior rendering
‣ canned animations, gesture templates, lexicon-based models 

(Krenn & Pirker `04, Hartmann et al. `05)
‣ data-based or probabilistic models for interactive gestures

(Stone et al. `04, Neff et al. `08, Chiu & Marsella `11)

Behavior modulation or switching
‣ personality, affective state (Chi et al. `00, Pelachaud et al.)

‣ language and cultural background (André, Rehm et al.)

Production models extending NLG algorithms
‣ multimodal referring expression generation

(v.d.Sluis & Krahmer `07, Piwek `07, Kranstedt et al. `06)
‣ grammar-based multimodal micro-planning

(Cassell et al. `00, Kopp et al. `04)
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Conversational virtual agents & avatars
Behavior engineering



Need to cope with real-world challenges
‣ physical body, level of detail, motor control problem
‣ focus on control & robustness during execution

First approaches in confined domains
‣ pre-defined repertoires, modulation of primitives
‣ studies on effects on user

Attempts to use VA frameworks for robots
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Social robots
Explorations of physical social cues

(Salem et al. 2010, 
Salem et al. 2011 J SoRo)

(DeSteno et al., in press)

What‘s missing? 
Model engineering

From agents perspective, we need more models that are
‣ flexible and robust
‣ deeply embedded in dialogue management framework
‣ comprehensive, account for different kinds and functions of gestures
‣ integrated, from content planning to behavior realization

From A.I./CogSci perspective, we need more models that are
‣ cognitively plausible, theoretically reasonable and empirically grounded
‣ specific, complete and implementable
‣ predictive and thus falsifiable
‣ integrated, from conceptualization to articulation

Our goal: Making steps into these directions with a cognitive 
simulation model of S-G production
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GSA model
(Hostetter & Alibali 2008) Interface model 

(Kita & Özüyrek 2003)

Related work
psychological models of S-G production

Growth point theory
(McNeill 1992)

Co-activation theory
(Krauss et al. 2000)

Sketch model
(De Ruiter 1998)

General cognitive architectures (e.g. SOAR, ACT-R, CLARION)
‣ modular, declarative & procedural memories
‣ symbolic & sub-symbolic rule-based reasoning
‣ matching, activation, selection, learning

Numerous models of language production
‣ spreading activation in symbol networks (e.g., Dell 1986, Levelt et al. 1999)
‣ connectionist models (e.g., Rummelhart & McClelland 1986)
‣ cognitive architectures (e.g., Reitter et al. 2011)

Very little on speech and gesture production
‣ single cognitive model on „linguistic spatial gesture“ production based on 

activation & retrieval of constructions in ACT-R (Breslow et al. 2010)
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Related work
cognitive simulation models



Towards an integrated S-G production model
Overall modeling assumptions

Modular, incremental & concurrent
‣ separate modules for main functions and processes
‣ work incrementally and on their own speed 
‣ work concurrently and with mutual interactions

Dynamic bi-directional interaction
‣ loose (messages) and close (memory) couplings
‣ vertical -- top-down and bottom-up
‣ horizontal -- between the two modalities

Cognitive processing principles
‣ symbolic & sub-symbolic
‣ modal mental representations (propositional, visuo-spatial)
‣ activation-based: dynamic, associative, spreading
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Towards an integrated S-G production model
Overall model layout
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Towards an integrated S-G production model
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(Kopp & Wachsmuth, 2004;
van Welbergen et al. 2012)
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The S-G formulation problem

Many open questions (Bavelas et al. `08, de Ruiter `07)
‣ how is the surface form of a gesture determined in a 

specific situation? 
‣ how do S and G influence each other? 
‣ what are the interactions between selecting content 

and selecting form?
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Focus here: NP-accompanying iconic gestures depicting spatial properties 

Working hypotheses: 
‣ link visuo-spatial & propositional contents to gestural & linguistic constructions
‣ can analyze iconic gestures into components with discernible functions 
‣ can use such mappings in a context-sensitive way to formulate new gestures
‣ can determine speech-gesture temporal synchrony based on co-expressivity

Model of gesture formulation

Combination of data-based and model-based approaches
‣ meaning-form mapping for iconic co-verbal gestures
‣ attempt to overcome data sparsity and `theory sparsity´

Large data basis: SaGA corpus
‣ 25 direction-giving dyads, >7000 co-verbal gestures
‣ detailed annotations of form, meaning, context of language and gesture
‣ correlational analyses yielding results on individual and systematic patterns of 

iconic gesture use

GNetIc: causal generation network for iconic gestures
‣ Bayesian Decision Network / Influence Diagram
‣ Decision nodes pre-specified to implement common patterns (iconic mapping)
‣ Structure and parameters of chance nodes learned from data
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(Bergmann & Kopp 2009, 2009a, 2010)



13 (Bergmann & Kopp 2009a, 2010)
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Model of gesture formulation
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dome-shaped

roofa

hasthe tower

S

NP VP

NP

JJ

entity(tower-1,
single)

entity(roof-3,
single)

property(roof-3,
dome-shaped)

LOC:   Periphery Center
TRAJ:   ---
MOVEMENT DIR:   ---
PALM DIR: PDN
EXT FINGER DIR:   ---
HANDSHAPE:   ASL-bent-5

„the church has 
two towers“

Towards an integrated S-G production model
Filling in functions and modules
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S
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JJ

entity(tower-1,
single)

entity(roof-3,
single)

property(roof-3,
dome-shaped)

SPUD (Stone el at., 2000)



Tested against original corpus data
‣ mean accuracy of gesture form feature predictions between 50% and 75%
‣ significantly better than baselines (random choice)

Tested in rating studies with human addressees
‣ gesturing increase ratings of likability, competence, human-likeness 
‣ individual speaker‘s models perform better than average speaker model
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Evaluation results
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I will now 
describe a small 
church...

(Bergmann, Eyssel & Kopp 2009)
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The S-G conceptualization problem

Levelt‘s conceptualizer for language production (1989)

Preverbal message:
‣ propositional
‣ function/arguments structure
‣ thematic structure
‣ perspective, mood

S-G production models
‣ speech system works on 

propositional memory
‣ gesture system works on 

spatial/motoric memory
‣ interactions between 

generators, possibly also 
between memories



The S-G conceptualization problem

A lot of open questions:
‣ How is information represented and encoded for S and G?
‣ How is information packaged and ordered into S-G units or phrases? 
‣ How is information selected and distributed across S and G?
‣ Influence of contextual factors (discourse, addressee visibility, ...) and individual 

characteristics of the speaker (cognitive, linguistic skills)?
‣ ...
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The S-G conceptualization problem

A lot of open questions:
‣ How is information represented and encoded for S and G?
‣ How is information packaged and ordered into S-G units or phrases? 
‣ How is information selected and distributed across S and G?
‣ Influence of contextual factors (discourse, addressee visibility, ...) and individual 

characteristics of the speaker (cognitive, linguistic skills)?
‣ ...

Example: different information distributions
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redundant
„ ...a round window“

complementary
„ ...such a portal“

supplementary
„ ...there was a clock“



The S-G conceptualization problem

A number of factors found to be influential:

‣ information packaging for target language (Kita & Özyürek 2003)
‣more gestures when high load on conceptualization for speaking (Kita & 

Davies, 2009; Melinger & Kita, 2007)
‣more non-redundant gestures when 
‣ visible to addressee (Bavelas et al. 2002)
‣ introducing about new entities or problems with speech production 

(Bergmann & Kopp 2006) 
‣ strong visual-spatial skills and weak verbal skills (Hostetter & Alibali 2007, 

Hostetter & Alibali 2011)

„non-redundant gesture-speech combinations occur because mental 
images are more active in speakers minds at the moment of speaking than 

are verbal codes“
(Hostetter & Alibali 2011, p.45)
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Towards a cognitive simulation model
Working assumptions
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Conceptualization requires extracting information from visuo-spatial 
codes and turning it into symbolic-propositional codes that are 
linguistically shaped (Slobin 1996)

This leads to linked propositional and visuo-spatial representations, 
forming a temporarily stable, multimodal mental representation of 
intended meaning (a communicable message)

Can model this using cognitively plausible memory operations (retrieval, 
activating/focusing) and dynamic activation-spreading 
(Collins & Loftus 1975, Anderson 1983)

Modality-specific generators operate locally on these representations.



„the tower has 
a window“
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Towards a cognitive simulation model
Multimodal memory system
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Itc = ({Id, It}, OStc, no, Mtc)

OStc = ({(2,{sub),8),(1,{max},15)}, ...)
Mtc = [...]

Id = ({Icr}, OSd, yes, Md)

OSd = ({(2,{∅},8),(1,{∅},4)}, ...)

Md = [...] 

It = ({Iw1,Iw2, Iw3}, OSt, yes, Mt)

OSt = ({(2,{sub),8),(1,{max},10)}, ...)

Mt = [...]

Visuo-spatial
qualitative & quantitative
object schemas (extents, 
profiles, symmetries, etc.)
part-whole relations
(Sowa & Wachsmuth 2003)

at-top-of (churchwindow-1, churchtower-2) 
shape (churchtower-2, longish)
part-of (churchwindow-1, churchtower-2) 
shape (churchwindow-1, round) 
entity (churchtower-1, single)

Symbolic-propositional
entity/relation structures
shaped by target language
asserted through instantiation of 
SMCs

shape(X,round)
X=churchwindow-1

Supra-modal association concepts
instances of spatial/geometrical concept, 
always bound to specific entities

similarity

(Kopp, Bergmann & Wachsmuth 2008)
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Towards a cognitive simulation model
Dynamic activation spreading

entity

entity
part-of

(Kopp, Bergmann & Kahl, CogSci 2013)



‣ continuous spreading and decay of activations
‣ activation of supra-modal concepts decay 

slower than activations of (unimodal) visual-
spatial or symbolic codes
‣ in result multimodal codes (packages) stand out 

for a certain period of time
‣ memory retrieval likelihood ~ activation

(as in ACT-R) (Anderson 2004)
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Computational simulation
We have implemented the activation-based model of seman-
tic coordination within our larger speech and gesture produc-
tion architecture (Bergmann & Kopp, 2009). Newly imple-
mented parts are the VSR, SPR and SMC memory structures,
the activation dynamics upon these structures, and the gener-
ator modules operating on them.

Representations
To realize the VSR and part of the SMC, we employ a model
of visuo-spatial imagery called Imagistic Description Trees

(IDT) (Sowa & Kopp, 2003). The IDT model was designed,
based on empirical data, to cover the meaningful visuo-spatial
features in shape-depicting iconic gestures. Important aspects
include (1) a tree structure for shape decomposition with ab-
stract object schemas as nodes, (2) extents in different di-
mensions as an approximation of shape, and (3) the possi-
bility of dimensional information to be underspecified. The
latter occurs, e.g., when the axes of an object schema cover
less than the three dimensions of space or when an exact di-
mensional extent is left open but only a coarse relation be-
tween axes like “dominates” is given. This allows to repre-
sent the visuo-spatial properties of SMCs such as ‘round’,
‘left-of’ or ‘longish’. Applying SMC to VSR is realized
through graph unification and similarity matching between
object schemas, yielding similarity values that assess how
well a certain SMC applies to a particular visuo-spatially rep-
resented entity (cf. Fig. 1). SPR are implemented straight
forward as predicate-argument sentences.

Activation dynamics
Each memory entry in VSR, SPR and SMC has a time-
dependent activation value a

t

. Activation dynamics results
from simple update and spreading rules applied to these val-
ues in each iteration of a stepwise cognitive simulation pro-
cess. At each step all of the following updates are performed:

• Activation update for memory entries: a

t+1 = a

t

� d + r,
with decay d, random noise r (order of magnitude 10�1)

• Activation spreading within VSR: a

t+1 =
a

t

c·l , where c is the
number of outgoing links (fan-out effect) and l is the depth
in the hierarchical IDT structure (fade-out effect)

• Activation spreading from SPR towards VSR via SMC:
a

vsr
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vsr

t
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spr

t

2 +a ·(asmc
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)+r�d, where a controls
the rate of convergence towards the SMC activation.
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t
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The first formula models the decay and random noise of
each entry’s activation, the second realizes local spreading of
activation within VSR, the latter two at a global level between
VSR and SPR. Especially the global multimodal activation
spreading is important as it ensures that linked visuo-spatial
and propositional codes align and mutually stabilize. Fig. 3

(left) shows the activations of two linked entries. At point
t = 200 one entry gets temporarily activated and the activa-
tion of the linked entry follows. The second important prop-
erty of this rule is that activation of the more global SMC a

smc

t

spreads to both linked entries, such that both are “pulled” to-
wards this value. This can be seen in Fig. 3 (right) where
the SMC’s activation is increased by 2.0 at point t = 100.
Note that activation of SMCs decays more slowly than ac-
tivation of VSR and SPR entries. Activations of linked en-
tries thus stabilizes at a higher level, such that stable multi-
modal information packages emerge for a limited period of
time. The duration of this time period depends on the decay
rate of SMC activations. Finally, memory retrieval depends
on the activation of the entries being retrieved. We adopt the
ACT-R approach to map activation onto retrieval probability:
p = 1/(1+ e

�(a
t

�s)
r ), where s is a threshold and r the noise in

the activation levels.

Figure 3: Activations of two memory entry linked via an
SMC: temporary activation of one entry (left); activation of
the linking SMC (right).

Generators
The message generator has to package activated SPR infor-
mation in a way that the speech formulator can produce an ap-
propriate construction. We employ an LTAG-based (Lexical-
ized Tree Adjoining Grammar) sentence planner for speech
formulation (cf. (Bergmann & Kopp, 2009)). To make sure
that all facts necessary to generate a specific construction are
available, the message generator applies networks that reflect
the encoding options provided by the speech formulator’s
LTAG grammar (this conforms the view that the conceptu-
alizer learns to anticipate the formulator’s abilities (Levelt,
1989)). These message networks consist of type nodes for
entities, properties of entities and relations between them.
These are connected via weighted links reflecting the com-
bination of particular linguistic types in a language. For in-
stance, relation nodes are strongly linked to two (or more) en-

tity nodes, while links between entity and property nodes are
weaker.The message generator matches the activated proposi-
tions in SPR against nodes of possible message networks and
determines their initial activations. Activation, again, spreads
via the weighted links and finally results in an overall acti-
vation pattern of a pre-verbal message. This has been im-
plemented for a limited part of our domain of investigation
(corresponding to NPs about buildings and their properties).

Towards a cognitive simulation model
Dynamic activation spreading
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and propositional codes align and mutually stabilize. Fig. 3

(left) shows the activations of two linked entries. At point
t = 200 one entry gets temporarily activated and the activa-
tion of the linked entry follows. The second important prop-
erty of this rule is that activation of the more global SMC a

smc

t

spreads to both linked entries, such that both are “pulled” to-
wards this value. This can be seen in Fig. 3 (right) where
the SMC’s activation is increased by 2.0 at point t = 100.
Note that activation of SMCs decays more slowly than ac-
tivation of VSR and SPR entries. Activations of linked en-
tries thus stabilizes at a higher level, such that stable multi-
modal information packages emerge for a limited period of
time. The duration of this time period depends on the decay
rate of SMC activations. Finally, memory retrieval depends
on the activation of the entries being retrieved. We adopt the
ACT-R approach to map activation onto retrieval probability:
p = 1/(1+ e
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Figure 3: Activations of two memory entry linked via an
SMC: temporary activation of one entry (left); activation of
the linking SMC (right).

Generators
The message generator has to package activated SPR infor-
mation in a way that the speech formulator can produce an ap-
propriate construction. We employ an LTAG-based (Lexical-
ized Tree Adjoining Grammar) sentence planner for speech
formulation (cf. (Bergmann & Kopp, 2009)). To make sure
that all facts necessary to generate a specific construction are
available, the message generator applies networks that reflect
the encoding options provided by the speech formulator’s
LTAG grammar (this conforms the view that the conceptu-
alizer learns to anticipate the formulator’s abilities (Levelt,
1989)). These message networks consist of type nodes for
entities, properties of entities and relations between them.
These are connected via weighted links reflecting the com-
bination of particular linguistic types in a language. For in-
stance, relation nodes are strongly linked to two (or more) en-

tity nodes, while links between entity and property nodes are
weaker.The message generator matches the activated proposi-
tions in SPR against nodes of possible message networks and
determines their initial activations. Activation, again, spreads
via the weighted links and finally results in an overall acti-
vation pattern of a pre-verbal message. This has been im-
plemented for a limited part of our domain of investigation
(corresponding to NPs about buildings and their properties).

Computational simulation
We have implemented the activation-based model of seman-
tic coordination within our larger speech and gesture produc-
tion architecture (Bergmann & Kopp, 2009). Newly imple-
mented parts are the VSR, SPR and SMC memory structures,
the activation dynamics upon these structures, and the gener-
ator modules operating on them.

Representations
To realize the VSR and part of the SMC, we employ a model
of visuo-spatial imagery called Imagistic Description Trees

(IDT) (Sowa & Kopp, 2003). The IDT model was designed,
based on empirical data, to cover the meaningful visuo-spatial
features in shape-depicting iconic gestures. Important aspects
include (1) a tree structure for shape decomposition with ab-
stract object schemas as nodes, (2) extents in different di-
mensions as an approximation of shape, and (3) the possi-
bility of dimensional information to be underspecified. The
latter occurs, e.g., when the axes of an object schema cover
less than the three dimensions of space or when an exact di-
mensional extent is left open but only a coarse relation be-
tween axes like “dominates” is given. This allows to repre-
sent the visuo-spatial properties of SMCs such as ‘round’,
‘left-of’ or ‘longish’. Applying SMC to VSR is realized
through graph unification and similarity matching between
object schemas, yielding similarity values that assess how
well a certain SMC applies to a particular visuo-spatially rep-
resented entity (cf. Fig. 1). SPR are implemented straight
forward as predicate-argument sentences.

Activation dynamics
Each memory entry in VSR, SPR and SMC has a time-
dependent activation value a
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. Activation dynamics results
from simple update and spreading rules applied to these val-
ues in each iteration of a stepwise cognitive simulation pro-
cess. At each step all of the following updates are performed:
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Figure 3: Activations of two memory entry linked via an
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Generators
The message generator has to package activated SPR infor-
mation in a way that the speech formulator can produce an ap-
propriate construction. We employ an LTAG-based (Lexical-
ized Tree Adjoining Grammar) sentence planner for speech
formulation (cf. (Bergmann & Kopp, 2009)). To make sure
that all facts necessary to generate a specific construction are
available, the message generator applies networks that reflect
the encoding options provided by the speech formulator’s
LTAG grammar (this conforms the view that the conceptu-
alizer learns to anticipate the formulator’s abilities (Levelt,
1989)). These message networks consist of type nodes for
entities, properties of entities and relations between them.
These are connected via weighted links reflecting the com-
bination of particular linguistic types in a language. For in-
stance, relation nodes are strongly linked to two (or more) en-

tity nodes, while links between entity and property nodes are
weaker.The message generator matches the activated proposi-
tions in SPR against nodes of possible message networks and
determines their initial activations. Activation, again, spreads
via the weighted links and finally results in an overall acti-
vation pattern of a pre-verbal message. This has been im-
plemented for a limited part of our domain of investigation
(corresponding to NPs about buildings and their properties).

(Kopp, Bergmann & Kahl, CogSci 2013)
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Towards a cognitive simulation model
Dynamic activation spreading
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Towards a cognitive simulation model
Overall production process

SMC 
(supramodal)

Image 
generator

Message 
generator

Gesture 
formulator

Speech 
formulator

Motor 
control Articulator

Memory with dynamic activations

Gesture Speech

VSR 
(visual-
spatial)

SPR 
(symbolic-

propositional)

Formulation-based
reinforcement

Goal-based
reinforcement

Communicative goalGenerators:
‣ activate goal entries, as 

long as not conveyed
‣ retrieve information and 

assemble message/
image

‣ send to formulators

Formulators:
‣ try to encode info given
‣ reinforce activation of 

encoded information 
(memory entries)

(Bergmann, Kahl & Kopp 2013)

Message generator

Performs information packaging 
for speech formulation

„Message networks“
‣ nodes for entities, properties, and 

relations 
‣ weighted links reflecting combination 

possible in a particular language
‣ propositional entries are matched 

against nodes (determining their 
initial activations)
‣ activation spreads results in 

activation pattern of a preverbal 
message
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Image generator

Extracts visuo-spatial 
information from retrieved 
memory entries  

Unifies it into one imagistic 
representation 
‣ object schema
‣ possibly underspecified

Sends it off to the gesture 
formulator for deriving a 
gesture form specification
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Schema

Schema

Schema Schema

Schema

round

top-of

Visuo-spatial Supra-modal concepts

Evaluation

Running simulations of the complete S-G production model 
under different constraints

Manipulations: 
‣ cognitive load: available time (in terms of memory update cycles)
‣ linguistic constraints: verbalization capabilities 

-  full grammar (NP construction „DET ADJ NN“ available)
-  limited grammar (NP construction „DET ADJ NN“ not available)

Analysis of resulting utterances:
‣Semantic coordination of speech and gestures 
‣Semantic content of gestures

30 (Kopp, Bergmann & Kahl 2013)



‣S-G redundancy increases with time available for conceptualization
‣ because speech becomes semantically more complex with time
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connected via weighted links reflecting the co-occurrence of
particular linguistic types in a language. For instance, re-

lation nodes are strongly connected with two (or more) en-

tity nodes, but relations between entities and properties are
weaker as an entity can also be encoded without further in-
formation about shape or color. The message generator’s task
is to match the activated propositions in SPR against the net-
work nodes and to determine initial node activations. Acti-
vation spreads via the weighted links and finally results in an
activation pattern of a pre-verbal message. This has been im-
plemented for a limited part of our domain of investigation
(buildings and their visuo-spatial properties).

The image generator retrieves visuo-spatial information
about the object to be described, from activated VSR and
SMC entries in memory. It is in charge of unifying this in-
formation into an imagistic description, from which the ges-

ture formulator can derive a gesture form specification (based
on Bayesian decision networks learned from empirical data
(Bergmann & Kopp, 2009)). For instance, information about
shape might be combined with information about the object’s
size or position. Depending on the knowledge encoded here,
the gesture formulator is able to plan a shape-depicting ges-
ture or rather a localizing deictic or placing gesture.

Simulation results
Our model offers–and simulates–detailed explanations of
many hypotheses about how semantic coordination between
speech and gesture arises (spelled out in the next Section).
In addition, it allows us to manipulate the interaction be-
tween modality-specific production processes. As a first ex-
ploration, we report here results from a study on how cogni-
tive resources, specifically processing time, affects meaning
coordination.

The production process is initiated by setting the commu-
nicative intention “introduce churchwindow-1”. Upon receiv-
ing this goal, the image generator activates visuo-spatial im-
agery of the church window in VSR, and the message genera-

tor activates symbolic representations of non-spatial semantic
concepts in SPR. These activations spread through memory
and lead to invokation of SCMs for, e.g., ‘round’ (bound to
churchwindow-1) and ‘at-top-of’ (the church-tower), as well
as instantiation of the corresponding SPR entries.

SCMs along with their linked entries in VSR and SPR at-
tain highest and most slowly decaying activation values. Af-
ter a preset number of processing cycles, both generators
retrieve modality-specific information from memory with a
probability depending on current activation values (see eq.
above), leading to ‘round’ and ‘at-top-of’ concepts being en-
coded in speech and gesture in a less coordinated/aligned
way. If there is enough processing time available, the mes-

sage generator starts to collect concepts for the preverbal
message and re-activates those entries being retrieved and
used for speech formulation. This results in multimodal
representations being better coordinated when the modality-
specific formulators start with their generation work.

If the time available is short, the message generator may
retrieve only information about the salient shape of the win-
dow, but not about its position relative to other entities. Ac-
cordingly, a sentence like “The church has a round window”
gets formulated. The image generator, on the other hand,
may receive information about the entity’s position as well.
This can result in shape depicting gestures, like drawing the
shape of the window in the air, or a static posturing gesture
where the hands becoming a model of the circular shape. As
the position of the entity is also available, the gesture would
be performed in that part of gesture space. So, the gesture
would be non-redundant to speech, supplementing it with the
position of the entity. If more time is available, however, the
contents expressed either verbally or gesturally tend to con-
verge. Thus, it is more likely that both generators receive
the same information about shape and position of the entity.
Accordingly, the speech formulator is now enabled to plan
a sentence like “The church has a round window at the top”
which–like the gesture(s) described previously–encodes both,
shape information and the entity’s relative position.

To quantify these observations, we ran a simulation experi-
ment in which we manipulated the available time (in terms of
memory update cycles) and analyzed the resulting sentences
and gestures for semantic redundancy/non-redundancy. We
defined two conditions: A time constrained condition with
a certain number N of cycles and a condition with twice as
many cycles. We ran the model 100 times in each condi-
tion. Fig. 4 shows that non-redundant (supplementary) ges-
tures dominate in those runs with stricter temporal limita-
tions, while redundant ones become more likely when time
available is increased.
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Redundant semantic features
Non-redundant semantic features

Figure 4: Amount of semantic gesture features encoded re-
dundantly vs. non-redundantly with speech in 100 simulation
runs in more (left) or less (right) time-constrained conditions.

Discussion and conclusions
We have presented a model that explains semantic coordina-
tion between speech and gesture in terms of (1) how visuo-
spatial and symbolic-propositional memory structures are dy-
namically organized, (2) how these multimodal information
packages affect activation-spreading, and (3) how this in-
teracts with modality-specific processes of conceptualization

Results: information distribution 
influence of cognitive constraints

Can simulate how semantic coordination emerges and how 
it varies with cognitive load (time)

(Kopp, Bergmann & Kahl 2013)

„the church has a round 
window at the top“

„the church 
has a window“

Results: information packaging 
influence of linguistic and cognitive constraints
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Results: information packaging 
influence of linguistic and cognitive constraints
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Semantics encoded by gestures in 100 simulations under manipulation 
of time available (N, 2N,3N, 4N memory update cycles)
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(Kopp, Bergmann & Kahl 2013)

Conclusions

Two enterprises that got (too) separate
‣ modeling behaviors for interactive agents or robots
‣ theoretical and cognitive modeling to elucidate underlying processes

Towards a first cognitive simulation model of S-G production
‣ operationalizes ideas from theoretical models (Sketch model, IP model)
‣ fleshes out conceptualization and formulation, and their interaction
‣ simulates (for a simple example) findings on info distribution & packaging, 

without heavy generators based on sophisticated heuristics or algorithms

Why formulating models? hard but worthwhile
‣ forces you to move from „what“ to „how“ explanations
‣ be approximative and speculative, but in precise, specific ways
‣ back it up with empirical data and thorough evaluations
‣ build computational simulations ➜ new experimental possibilities, ways to cope 

with data sparsity problem
34
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